About the Annual Meeting

The Ohio Academy of Science’s Annual Meeting is for academic, governmental, and industrial scientists and engineers, university and pre-college educators, and pre-college, undergraduate, and graduate students, and interested lay citizens in the Ohio region. Annually the several hundred scientific presentations are complemented by workshops, symposia, and an All-Academy Lecture.

Call for Papers

Whatever your scientific interests this Call for Papers is your invitation to participate in the 126th Annual Meeting of The Ohio Academy of Science to be hosted by the University of Cincinnati on April 8, 2017. Two basic options are available to present papers: (1) professionals, college students of all levels, and pre-college students who have completed research may submit an abstract; abstracts must contain results. (2) college undergraduates only, may submit an Undergraduate Research-in-Progress Summary or an abstract if it includes research results.

All abstracts and summaries will be peer-reviewed. Acceptable abstracts and summaries will be published in the Program Abstracts issue of The Ohio Journal of Science to assure that researchers across Ohio, elsewhere in the United States, and in dozens of foreign countries will have access to your work. The Journal also will publish Undergraduate Research-in-Progress Summaries. Symposia, workshops and field trips may be arranged by special permission.

Research papers are welcome in ALL FIELDS of science, engineering, technology, education and their applications.

On the Web

Please use this brochure or retrieve forms and instructions from: http://www.ohiosci.org/am-2017

Our Host

The University of Cincinnati offers students a balance of educational excellence and real-world experience. UC is a public research university with an enrollment of more than 44,000 students and has been named “Among the top tier of the Best National Universities,” according to U.S. News & World Report. Today, more than a quarter-million living alumni count themselves as Bearcats — united not just by their loyalty to our nationally known sports teams, but by their common love of the place, the people and the ideas that make up the University of Cincinnati.

The Place: Of course, nothing beats walking our campus and seeing it for yourself. Come and see why Forbes Magazine says UC is among the world’s most beautiful campuses. Schedule a visit, and we think you’ll agree with the New York Times that UC has the “most ambitious campus-design program in the country.”

The People: UC is so much more than inspiring architecture and a stunning campus. We are a premier academic institution and a public research powerhouse where more than 44,000 undergraduate and graduate students are empowered daily to challenge and change the world through some serious real-world learning opportunities.

Visit http://www.uc.edu for more information.
How to prepare an ABSTRACT for peer review.

A **n abstract must be prepared** for each paper to be presented at the Annual Meeting. An abstract is a concise summary of the educational, scientific, engineering, or technological research contents of the paper, and not merely a general description of what the paper is about. Tell what the specific facts are, not what they are going to be when you talk. **Avoid personal pronouns.** Quality abstracts are **highly structured** and contain all of the following elements: (1) background or introduction including goals, objectives, purpose, problem and hypothesis, (2) methods and materials, (3) results, data or observations, and (4) discussion or conclusion(s). Phrases like "will discuss, will review, will talk about, or will present" are unacceptable in an abstract. All important facts should be stated with brevity, but not such sparing use of words as to leave ambiguity. Abstracts should be 250 words or fewer. Tables and graphs should not be included. New techniques or new apparatus and their functions should be mentioned. New constants, critical data or formulae should be included. Names of new species should not be listed in the summary, but use full scientific names for all organisms. **Use the term “significant” only if you state the statistical test(s) used.** Always define the sample(s), population or trials (N=?). **NEVER use the phrase “Results show” without first stating the results.** The value of abstracts is real and considerable, not only for those in attendance, but also for others unable to attend. All abstracts will be peer-reviewed. Acceptable (Expect to complete several drafts before submission.) final abstracts—to be submitted by Email when requested—will be published in the program abstracts issue of The Ohio Journal of Science and shall be presented by the first author. The first author of multi-authored abstracts must obtain permission from all authors to submit the content of the abstract.

How to prepare a College Undergraduate Research-in-Progress Summary.

I **n order to accelerate** the entry of college undergraduate students into the professional world of education, science, engineering, technology, or their applications, The Ohio Academy of Science has adopted the following policy and procedures to accept and publish summaries of college undergraduate research-in-progress in lieu of abstracts for the Annual Meeting. Papers, based on the student’s research, may be presented in either podium or poster format. Undergraduates whose research is unfinished by the abstract submission deadline may submit an Undergraduate Research-in-Progress Summary in lieu of an abstract. This summary is a statement following the general typing and submission instructions for an abstract. **Avoid personal pronouns.** The summary shall contain the following elements in this order: (1) background or introduction including goals, objectives, purpose and hypothesis, (2) methods and materials, and (3) if available, initial observations. Phrases like "will discuss, will review, will talk about, or will present" are unacceptable in a summary. All important facts should be stated with brevity, but not such sparing use of words as to leave ambiguity. Summaries should be 250 words or fewer. Tables and graphs should not be included. New techniques or new apparatus and their functions should be mentioned. New constants, initial critical data, if available, or formulae should be included. Names of new species should not be listed in the summary, but use full scientific names for all organisms. State the statistical test(s) you plan to use and always define the expected sample(s), population or trials (N=?). **NEVER use the phrase “Results show” without first stating the results.** The value of summary is real and considerable, not only for those in attendance, but also for others unable to attend. Summaries shall be presented by the college undergraduate first author. It is the responsibility of the first author of multi-authored summaries to obtain permission from all authors and research advisor(s) to submit the content of the summary. Undergraduate Research-in-Progress Summaries shall be reviewed for conformity to general format but shall not be considered a peer-reviewed scientific publication. Summaries shall not be accepted for publication without a signed statement from the advisor(s) whose name(s) appear in the summary, vouching for the accuracy of the summary and, barring some compelling reason, assuring that the undergraduate will present the work, including results, analysis of results, and any conclusions available, at the Academy’s Annual Meeting. Acceptable (Expect to complete several drafts before submission.) final summaries—to be submitted by Email when requested by the Academy—will be published in the Program Abstracts issue of The Ohio Journal of Science and shall be identified as a summary by (including the advisor’s name in parentheses).
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Formatting and Submission Instructions

TYPE TITLE IN CAPITAL LETTERS. Continue typing on the same line with name(s) of presenter(s) typed First, Middle Initial, and Last in UPPER/lower case. Do not type your last name in all capital letters. Follow each author’s name with email address. Then, on the same line, add the complete and accurate mailing address and zip code for the first author/presenter. Only the first author/presenter should have a complete mailing address. All others should be listed with their affiliation if different. All may have emails listed. DO NOT CENTER THE LINES OF YOUR ADDRESS. Type flush left, ragged right. Do not indent.

Skip one line space and type abstract double spaced to make it easier for peer reviewers and the Editor. Do NOT EXCEED 250 words. ABSOLUTELY DO NOT EXCEED ONE PAGE. Abstract must be one paragraph. Use 12 point Times New Roman, Century Schoolbook, Minion or other common serif font.

Content of Abstract
Please include one or two sentences on each of the following:

• background or introduction including goals, objectives, purposes, problem and hypothesis
• methods & materials
• results, data or observations
• discussion or conclusion(s)

Content of Undergraduate Research-in-Progress Summary:
Please include one or two sentences on each of the following:

• background or introduction including goals, objectives, purposes, problem and hypothesis
• methods & materials
• initial observations, if available

Online Submission by Monday, November 7, 2016 to:

ALL ABSTRACT SUBMISSION WILL BE DONE ONLINE
Instructions for Online Submission of an Abstract or Research-in-Progress Summary:

1. If you are not an OAS member already, go to http://oas.memberclicks.net/become-a-member to become a member of The Ohio Academy of Science.

2. Sign-in to your membership and submit your abstract using our Abstract Submission Form at https://oas.memberclicks.net/index.php?option=com_mc&view=mc&mcid=form_216171

QUESTIONS? 614.488.2228
or by email info@ohiosci.org

Online Abstract Submission is due by Monday, November 7, 2016